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Crowdfunding vs Crowdsourcing

• Crowdfunding and crowdsourcing are closely related, but they are not
the same thing

• Crowdsourcing is the act of obtaining anything from a group of people—
whether it's labor, ideas, content, or anything else supplied to a business
or institution

• Crowdfunding is a type of crowdsourcing

• In today’s economy the term “crowdfunding” can take on many
meanings but it is, by definition, the practice of funding a project or
venture by raising small amounts of money from a large number of
people, most commonly via the Internet
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Federal Regulations

JOBS Act:

• On March 27, 2012, Congress passed the Jumpstart Our Business Startups
(JOBS) Act, a bipartisan effort in both the House and the Senate to ease the
regulatory burdens on smaller companies and facilitate capital formation.
President Obama signed the legislation into law on April 5, 2012

• Main Provisions:

– Title I: Creates a transitional "on-ramp" for a new category of issuer, emerging
growth companies (i.e. total annual gross revenues of < $1 billion), easing
registration requirements in order to encourage them to pursue IPOs

– Title II: Allows for “crowdfunding” by (and public solicitation of) “accredited
investors.

– Title III: Allows for “crowdfunding” by (and public solicitation of) all investors (i.e.
accredited and non-accredited)

– Title IV (Regulation A+): Modifying the existing “Regulation A” to provide for,
among other things, an expansion of the exemption to cover offerings of securities
up to $50 million (versus the previous $5 million) in any 12-month period
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How Does Crowdfunding Actually Work?

• All Starts with the “Crowdfunding Portal”:

– “Crowdfunding Portal” just means the website through which the offering is
being made

– Portal is the go between the investors and the Issuer

– Portal is responsible for documentation of the deal as well as the pass through
of all informational materials to investor

• Differentiation:

– Portals differentiate themselves by type of crowdfunding (e.g. debt, equity,
reward, etc.) as well as niche focus

– Most popular niche focuses today center around debt crowdfunding (e.g. “P2P
Lending” such as LendingClub or Prosper) and Real Estate (debt and/or equity
campaigns, e.g. RealtyMogul and Fundrise)
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Crowdfunding Statistics

• Global crowdfunding experienced accelerated growth in 2014, expanding
by 167 percent to reach $16.2 billion raised, up from $6.1 billion in
2013.

• In 2015, the industry is set to more than double once again, on its way
to raising $34.4 billion.

• Business and entrepreneurship remained as the most popular
crowdfunding category, collecting $6.7 billion in 2014, which represents
41.3 percent of total crowdfunding volume. Social causes ($3.06 billion),
films and performing arts ($1.97 billion), real estate ($1.01 billion), and
music and recording arts ($736 million) rounded out the top five
categories.
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KICKSTARTER

Kickstarter

• Kickstarter is a Funding Platform for Creative Projects

– Since April 28, 2009, over $1.5 billion has been pledged by more than 8
million people to fund more than 80,000 creative projects

• A Project is a finite work with a clear goal

• A Funding Goal is set by the creator as the amount of money that a
creator needs to complete his or her project

– Funding is all or nothing

– No one is charged for a pledge toward a project unless the project reaches
its funding goal

• A Creator is the person or team behind the Project

• Backers are those people who pledge money to Creators for the project

• Rewards are project-related incentives that the Creator agrees to
provide Backers, such as limited editions or copies of the creative work.
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Kickstarter

• Project Creators set Funding Goals and Deadlines

– If people like the project, they can pledge money and become Backers to
make it happen

– Terms are governed by the Kickstarter Agreement

• Kickstarter fees to Creators are 5% of funds collects plus a payment
processing fee (3 – 5%)

– No fee if the Funding Goal is not met

• Creators represent that the content provided to Kickstarter and the
Project does not infringe third party IP

• Project Performance

– Responsibility of the Creator

– Rewards need to be fulfilled

– Potential legal ramifications if funds not appropriately spent

– Performance required by Agreement between Creators and Backers
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Kickstarter Agreement

• Creator must complete the project and fulfill each reward

– If not, obligations to communicate, act reasonably, refund, etc.

• Intellectual Property

– Creator represents to Kickstarter that content and websites linked into the
project page do not infringe third party IP

– Kickstarter gets a license to the IP in the content submitted

– Follows DMCA, will take down content that infringes

• Indemnification – Very broad in favor of Kickstarter

– “If you do something that gets us sued, or break any of the promises you
make in this agreement, you agree to defend, indemnify and hold us
harmless from all liabilities, claims, and expenses (including reasonable
attorney’s fees and other legal costs)…”

– “We reserve the right to assume the exclusive defense and control of any
matter otherwise subject to this indemnification clause...”
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Kickstarter Agreement

• Warranty Disclaimer to Backer

– Standard language here, essentially “as is”

– Liability disclaimed to the maximum extent permitted

• Delivery

– Shipping may or may not be included

– Further information may be required from backers

– Consider carving out certain litigious jurisdictions, such as EDTX

• Disputes

– Creator and backer agree to first try to resolve the dispute

– Arbitration or small claims court are sole remedies

– Class action waiver
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FORMLABS FORM 1 on Kickstarter

• FORM 1: An affordable, professional 3D printer
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• 2,068 backers pledged $2,945,885 to help bring this project to life.

FORMLABS FORM 1 on KICKSTARTER

•3D Systems Sues FormLabs and Kickstarter
for Patent Infringement

– 3D SYSTEMS HAS announced it is bringing suit in Federal District Court
against Formlabs and Kickstarter, seeking injunctive relief and damages for
alleged infringement of a patent relating to how the startup’s light-based
printer operates.

– 3D Systems alleged that Formlabs is in violations of claims 1 and 23 of
United States Patent No. 5,597,520 “Simultaneous multiple layer curing in
stereolithography.”
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FORMLABS FORM 1 on KICKSTARTER

• Does the Kickstarter campaign count as a sale or offer for sale?

• Can that amount to an act of patent infringement?

– Method patent claims – No, a sale of device does not create infringement
of a method claim

– Device type claims – different story

• Jurisdiction

– Where can the Creator company be sued?

– Where does it resides?

– What if it doesn’t ship to certain jurisdictions?
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Exploding Kittens – Cutting Edge Insanity

• Exceeded Kickstarter crowdfunding goal in eight minutes (seeking $10K)

• After 30 days, the project has become the most backed campaign ever
on Kickstarter with 219,382 people pledging more than $8.7 million

• Launched 1/20. By the morning of 1/21, all over main stream media.
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Exploding Kittens – Cutting Edge Insanity

• The Most-Backed Kickstarter Projects of All Time

1. Exploding Kittens - 219,382 backers
2. Bring Reading Rainbow Back for Every Child, Everywhere! - 105,857
3. The Veronica Mars Movie Project - 91,585 backers
4. Double Fine Adventure - 87,142 backers
5. Torment: Tides of Numenera - 74,405 backers
6. Project Eternity - 73,986 backers
7. Pebble: E-Paper Watch for iPhone and Android - 68,929 backers
8. Mighty No. 9 - 67,226 backers
9. OUYA: A New Kind of Video Game Console - 63,416 backers
10. COOLEST COOLER: 21st Century Cooler that's Actually Cooler -
62,642 backers
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IP Best Practices

• Copyright in the Project Content on Kickstarter

– The Artwork used in a Kickstarter project may be valuable and is protected
by US and international copyright regimes

– Music, film and other creative works placed on the project website are also
protected by copyright

• There is no need to register a copyright in the US for federal copyright
protection to attach

• However registration has a host of advantages…

– A presumption of copyright ownership to the registrant

– Statutory damages are available for infringement of the copyright

– Attorneys fees are available if the copyright holder prevails

• However, if a third party begins a course of infringement prior to
registration of the copyright, then enhanced the protections are not
available for that act of infringement.
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IP Best Practices

• Trademark rights in the Project Content

– Trademark rights in Project Content can also become very valuable, very
quickly with a successful Kickstarter or similar campaign

– However, if the Creator does not file for trademark rights prior to the
Kickstarter campaign, a third party can cause problems by trying to steal
the mark – so to speak – by racing to the trademark office to file first

• Filing an Intent to Use Trademark Application

– Filing a trademark application on marks embodied in the Project content
before the campaign starts is a good way to protect marks that may
become valuable

• The Kickstarter campaign is enough to establish a bonafide intent to use
the mark in commerce

• Also, consider obtaining any necessary domain names prior to the
campaign
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IP Best Practices

• Patentable concepts in the Project Content on Kickstarter

– A Project may rely on a patentable concept that is embodied in the Project
content

– Patents can be valuable and disclosure of the idea (an enabling disclosure)
to the public prior to filing for a patent can cause problems

• Patents outside of the United States

– For the most part, most other countries have an absolute novelty standard

– A public disclosure of the invention thereafter prohibits a patent filing

– If international patent rights are important, consider filing for a patent

• US Patents

– Grace period between public disclosure and the filing of a patent.

– The US is on a first-to-file system now, rather than first to invent

– Filing a provisional patent application before the campaign can protect US
and international patent rights
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